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ABSTRACT

In this study, we focus on nonlinear compression methods in spectral features for speaker verification based on deep neural network. We consider different kinds of channel-dependent (CD) nonlinear compression methods optimized in a data-driven manner. Our methods are based on power nonlinearities and dynamic range compression (DRC). We also propose multi-regime (MR) design on the nonlinearities, at improving robustness. Results on VoxCeleb1 and VoxMovies data demonstrate improvements brought by proposed compression methods over both the commonly-used logarithm and their static counterparts, especially for ones based on power function. While CD generalization improves performance on VoxCeleb1, MR provides more robustness on VoxMovies, with a maximum relative equal error rate reduction of 21.6%.

Index Terms— Speaker Verification, Nonlinear Compression, Multi-Regime Compression.

1. INTRODUCTION

Automatic speaker verification (ASV) [1], [2] is the task of verifying a person’s identity using his or her voice. Modern ASV systems consist of three main components: acoustic feature extractor, speaker embedding extractor, and back-end classifier. In recent years, substantial improvement has been achieved by using deep neural networks (DNNs) to implement, especially the last two components. Concerning speaker embedding extractor, statistical models such as i-vectors [3] have been replaced by deep models such as x-vector works. The concept of applying power nonlinearity to compress the signal amplitude is inspired by human-auditory processing [29], [30]. By using spectrogram to extract features, as illustrated in Fig. 1, we typically apply logarithmic compression to spectral energies. However, logarithm has a singularity at zero. This problem is often addressed by adding a small positive offset: log(x + offset). Even if it avoids the singularity, the ad-hoc design still lacks specificity to a given task and has unpredictable impacts for different kinds of input [26]. We consider two alternative parameterized methods and further make them to be channel-dependent, which are described below.

2. NONLINEAR COMPRESSION IN ACOUSTIC FEATURE EXTRACTION

When using spectrogram to extract features, as illustrated in Fig. 1, we consider different kinds of channel-dependent (CD) nonlinear compression of spectrogram energies. This is realized, as presented in Section 2 by expanding the nonlinearity from a channel-independent to channel-dependent operation. Similar ideas on mel spectrogram have been effective in keyword spotting [26], audio classification [27], and far-field speaker verification [28]. However, to the best of our knowledge, it has not been applied to various nonlinear compression methods in the task we consider. Our main contributions are summarized in two folds: 1) We leverage the power of such channel-dependent setting by revisiting two established nonlinear compression methods that have been efficient in previous works and generalized them to be channel-dependent, namely power function and dynamic range compression; 2) In order to capture different level of variabilities and compromise instabilities during the joint optimization, we propose a multi-regime (MR) design based on CD.

2.1. Power Function

The concept of applying power nonlinearity to compress the signal amplitude is inspired by human-auditory processing [29], [30]. By using X and Y to denote the input and output magnitudes, respectively, power nonlinearity is expressed as:

\[ Y[t, f] = X[t, f]^\frac{1}{\alpha}, \]

where \( \alpha \) is known as temperature coefficient for the compression. \( t \) and \( f \) are the time and channel indices, respectively, for spectrogram energies. Experimentally, two particular values of \( \alpha \) have been popular in speech front-ends. The first one is \( \alpha = 3 \), known as cube-root [31]–[33]. The other one is \( \alpha = 15 \), known as power-law [34]. Setting higher values of \( \alpha \) can provide better recognition performance in the presence of white noise, while lower values may be required for maintaining accuracy for cleaner speech [11].
2.2. Dynamic Range Compression

Power nonlinearity neither addresses foreground-background noise nor other variations. These problems can be addressed by applying dynamic range compression (DRC). It was proposed and applied originally to far-field keyword spotting as part of per-channel energy normalization (PCEN) [25], [35]. PCEN has also been applied recently in audio event detection [36]. Using the same notation as above, the DRC operation is defined by:

\[ Y[t, f] = (X[t, f] + \delta)^r - \delta^r , \tag{2} \]

where \( \delta > 0 \) is a positive bias and \( r \) is the exponential offset. This method bears resemblance to spectral subtraction [37] in speech denoising. In the context of PCEN, it is applied to the spectral energies processed with automatic gain control (AGC) [38]. In this study, under the framework of DNN-based ASV, we investigate the efficiency of DRC by directly applying it to spectral energies.

3. PROPOSED METHOD

3.1. Channel-Dependent Design

While the control parameters in Eq. (1) and (2) can be set by hand, this may lead to suboptimal performance in a recognition task. Related prior studies on channel-dependent compression utilize information such as loudness and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [39], which motivates data-driven settings. From the equations, we can see that the parameters \( \alpha \), \( \delta \), and \( r \) are differentiable. Therefore, we propose to optimize them as part of the neural network by generalizing to their channel-dependent (CD) counterparts: \( \alpha = \alpha(f), \delta = \delta(f), r = r(f) \), where \( f \) is the channel index. This design follows the proposal from [26]. The generalized parameters are then jointly optimized with the neural network. Furthermore, we employ kernelized initialization where the parameters are initialized from their static counterparts [25].

3.2. Multi-Regime Design

Learnable parameters are tuned and selected by the training data during the learning process, thus might be suboptimal if domain mismatch between training and testing data is large. Given the training which may let the parameters suffer from the overparameterized DNN models [40]. CD generalization of the parameters with kernel initialization may scrutinize such problem by larger search space and proper starting point, but it still may fail to have a wide-enough coverage of different level of speech variabilities. This is especially the case when the DNN has large number of layers, which may cause the problem of vanishing gradient when being back-propagated to first early layers, when nonlinearities [41].

Therefore, inspired by the design of multiple feature maps in image processing [42] and audio event detection [36], we use a multi-regime (MR) design by passing the spectrum to multiple submodules, with shared compression algorithm, but different initialized parameters, as shown in Fig. 4. The output of each module is averaged to form the input for further operations. Using power function as an example:

\[ Y[t, f] = \left( \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (X[t, f]) \right)^{1/\alpha_i(f)} \tag{3} \]

We define the initial values by defining minimum and maximum to create \( N \) evenly spaced values: 
\[
\alpha_i = \alpha_{\text{min}} + (\alpha_{\text{max}} - \alpha_{\text{min}}) \cdot \frac{i}{(N-1)}, \quad i = 1, \ldots, N,
\]
where \( \alpha_{\text{max}} \) and \( \alpha_{\text{min}} \) are maximum and minimum reference values and \( N \) denotes number of intermediate spectrograms generated. The setup for this work is shown in Table 1. For all cases in this work, \( N = 3 \). Further tuning of number of intermediates and parameter search is left as future work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>CD</th>
<th>MR-CD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cube root</td>
<td>( \alpha = 3 )</td>
<td>( \alpha_{\text{max}} = 3, \alpha_{\text{min}} = 1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>power law</td>
<td>( \alpha = 15 )</td>
<td>( \alpha_{\text{max}} = 15, \alpha_{\text{min}} = 1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRC</td>
<td>( \delta = 2.0 )</td>
<td>( \delta_{\text{max}} = 2.0, \delta_{\text{min}} = 1.0 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( r = 0.5 )</td>
<td>( r_{\text{max}} = 1.0, r_{\text{min}} = 0.0 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Parameter settings for kernel initialization. DRC values in CD are from [26] while for MR-CD it was hand-crafted based on [35] and pilot experiments.

4. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL

Data. For all experiments, we train the DNN speaker embedding extractor using the dev set of VoxCeleb2 [16], which consists of 5994 speakers. We report the performance of different methods on two evaluation sets: 1) The two test sets from VoxCeleb1 [12] following [43], known as VoxCeleb1-E and VoxCeleb1-H. 2) The recent VoxMovies [44], which overlaps with VoxCeleb1 in terms of speakers and contains various levels of mismatch between the enrollment and test utterances. It consists of five trial sets, denoted E-1 (easiest) through E-5 (hardest). Besides condition-specific results, we also report the pooled performance over the all five sets.

Features. We use raw magnitude spectrogram obtained using short-time Fourier transform (STFT) as the time-frequency representation, to which different compression methods are applied, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The number of frequency bins \( N_{\text{STFT}} = 512 \) for all systems. The sampling rate is 16 kHz, and the STFT is computed using a 25 ms Hamming window every 10 ms. Additionally,
we include a system where the logarithm is factorized by an offset as part of the baseline, as mentioned in Section 2 \( \log(x + \text{offset}) \). The offset is parameterized by an exponential function \( \text{offset} = \exp(\beta) \), where \( \beta = \beta(f) \) is CD and initialized with normal distribution.

Table 2: Speaker verification results on VoxCeleb and VoxMovies. ‘CD’ means channel-dependent and ‘MR’ means multi-regime setups. Rows with slight grey shades are regarded as baselines. ‘-’ indicates the system with static nonlinearity without learning involved. For VoxMovies all results are reported in EER(%)。

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Design</th>
<th>VoxCeleb1-E</th>
<th>VoxCeleb1-H</th>
<th>VoxMovies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EER(%)</td>
<td>minDCF</td>
<td>EER(%)</td>
<td>minDCF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>0.2676</td>
<td>4.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log((x + \text{offset}))</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>0.2920</td>
<td>4.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cube-root</td>
<td>CD</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>0.2329</td>
<td>3.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MR-C</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>0.2876</td>
<td>4.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>0.2542</td>
<td>4.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>power-law</td>
<td>CD</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>0.2505</td>
<td>4.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MR-C</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>0.3141</td>
<td>5.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>0.2598</td>
<td>4.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRC</td>
<td>CD</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>0.2993</td>
<td>5.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MR-C</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>0.3526</td>
<td>5.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the other hand, the trend is different for VoxMovies with more severe mismatch. Both pooled and condition-specific indicate that improvements from CD generalization are modest, as opposed with the observations from VoxCeleb. For cube-root, CD actually degrades the performance for pooled and individual trial sets apart from E-3, where 14.7% relative EER reduction is obtained over the logarithm. However, for power-law CD improves upon its static counterpart, with lowest EER on E-1 across all systems.

5. RESULTS

5.1. Speaker Verification

The results are presented in Table 2. Let us first focus on VoxCeleb1. The EERs for both of the two power functions are improved from both the logistic baseline and their static counterparts (marked as ‘-’ in the ‘Design’ column of the table) by the CD design. As part of the baseline, applying CD exponential offset on the logarithm compression degrades the performance for both test sets. The lowest EER on both test sets is obtained using cube-root with CD, outperforming the baseline logarithm by 14.3% and 13.3%, respectively. This indicates the usefulness of CD. Nevertheless, the same design does not work well with DRC, which contradicts the findings reported in [26] with mel spectrogram (in a different task, though). This indicates that in ASV with spectrogram input, DRC may not combine well with CD compression. For all compression methods, the MR-CD design degrades performance and fails to show substantial improvement over the logarithm. One reason could be suboptimal parameter initialization as in [26], where the DRC parameters are set for far-field keyword spotting.

On the other hand, the trend is different from the power function. While its static setting reduced the EER from the logarithm by relative 18.2%, applying CD results in only slight relative EER reduction (3.1%) on pooled results and does not lead to better performance for the individual trial sets apart from E-4. Generalizing it with MR degrades the performance, which agrees with our observations for VoxCeleb. However, its static setting reaches the best performance across all methods. This indicates the parameters for DRC (bias and offset) being not suitable to cope with CD and MR, at least not within the DRC framework itself. Further investigation is needed on its parameterization.

5.2. Representation Analysis

We illustrate the learnt temperature representation of the two power nonlinear functions from VoxCeleb2 dev set (as described in Section 3 in Fig. 2). Note that for power function, larger magnitude of temperature parameters will result in higher compressing effect.

As shown in the figure, applying only CD on power functions casts more compression on both low and high frequency regions (higher temperature values imply more aggressive compression, according to Eq. (1)). Meanwhile, applying MR results in relatively less compression on some of the middle frequency components as well as low frequency regions, while relatively maintaining its pattern on high frequency components. Interestingly, we see that both power function methods result in similar numerical range, even if the base temperature is substantially different.
their initialized values are very different (Table 1).

6. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have investigated the alternative nonlinearities for spectrogram compression and their dynamic, channel-dependent variants. We have extended their representation via channel-wise manner and utilized a multi-regime design based on it. Initialization on relevant parameters has been based on the corresponding static known values. We have evaluated the performance of proposed extended dynamic compression methods for different degree of mismatch conditions. Results demonstrates the efficacy of the proposed methods on power nonlinearities, with a maximum of 21.6% pooled EER reduction on VoxMovies. Future work may focus on: 1) extending the framework with other types of spectrogram; 2) exploring more advanced design and appropriate initialization and tuning methods, especially for DRC.
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